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WHAT IS MINDFULNESS?
“Mindfulness means 
paying attention in a 
particular way: on purpose, 
in the present moment, 
and non-judgmentally.”

Jon Kabat-Zinn, M.D.
Mindfulness-Based 
Stress Reduction

MINDFULNESS PRACTICE MIGHT INCLUDE:

o mindfulness and meditation,
o kindness and compassion,
o generosity and gratitude,
o social responsibility and social-

emotional skills.
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Stress can be defined as the 
physiological response to the 
perception of loss of control 

resulting from an adverse 
situation or person.

Teaching with Poverty in Mind

By Eric Jensen, ASCD 2009

physiological response to the 
perception

resulting from an adverse 

TWO MAIN PILLARS OF 
STRESS MANAGEMENT:

• PREVENTION • CONTROL/REGULATION

• Stress is a natural, biological response to any intense
physical, emotional or mental demand  (perceived or real)

• Stress impacts our ability to think, regulate emotions and
behaviors, focus attention, and make good decisions
(executive functions)

• Overtime, chronic fear, anger, and hatred harms our
immune system and key areas in our brains
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EUSTRESS – GOOD  DISTRESS – BADEUSTRESS GOOD  DISTRESS BAD

Amygdala

Hippocampus

Reflex Triggers:
● Survival, dangerous situations 
● Perceived threat
● Physical safety & comfort
● Old memories of danger -

trauma
● The unknown
● Isolation/not being included
● CHAOS & CONFUSION

REFLEX 
RESPONSE 

R.A.S.

Being able to manage stress is a 
key factor for a successful life.

Being able to manage stress is a Being able to manage stress is a 
key factor for a successful life.
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DEVELOP 
SOCIAL CONNECTIONS 

● Orchestrate inclusion activities among students so
students get to know one another authentically

● Integrate instruction to develop and practice social
skills within the context of everyday lessons

● Create small, family-base groups of students

● Form “study buddies,” and use small group work to
foster collaboration, problem-solving, and respectful
communication amongst students

RELATIONSHIPS AND 
CONNECTIONS

● Healthy social connections are associated with:
• greater psychological well-being
• better physical health
• immunity
• faster recovery from disease
• longevity - 50% increased chance for longevity

● We are wired to connect with other people.
● Our mirror neurons, resonate, mirror what is

happening for others. This is the basis of empathy.
Emma Seppala PhD

“When we feel safe, we are calm,
relaxed, engaged, and alert.”    

Linda Graham, MFT Resilience and the Brain

Feeling included generates a sense of security 
& enhances the brain’s ability to learn.
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Professional Social Connections: 
PLC’s, Teams, Staff Meetings 

● PLCs, Team and Staff meetings offer
opportunities to:
○ Connect and build relationships
○ Develop social and emotional competencies, such as reflective 

listening, collaborating, setting and monitoring goals, taking 
different perspectives

○ Support one another
○ Celebrate successes 
○ Problem-solve solutions to challenges, issues, and concerns
○ Have fun

MINDFUL 
MOMENTS: 

CULTIVATING 
INNER 

RESOURCES

• Breathing Practices

• Focus & Attention
• Positive Self-Talk

Breathing Practices

Self-Awareness & 
Self-Regulation Strategies

● BREATHING – Learning CORE Breathing
● FOCUSING – Cultivating Sensory Perceptions

● ATTENTION - Body Scan– Progressive relaxation

● SELF-REFLECTING - Positive Self-talk
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DEEP BREATHING

• Deep breathing has been shown to positively affect
immune function, hypertension, asthma,
autonomic nervous system imbalances, and
psychological disorders

• Moreover, by improving respiratory and
cardiovascular function, deep breathing decreases
the myriad harmful effects of stress on physical
and mental well-being

Deep breathing has been shown to positively affect

BELLY BREATHING

LEARNING CORE 
BREATHING
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ACTIVITY: DEEP BREATHING
• Check your posture
• Let your eyes close or look

down
• Attend to the breath,

naturally
• Observe without judgment
• Option to include a phrase

(e.g., in/out, deep/slow,
calm/ease, smile/release)

CULTIVATING FOCUS & ATTENTION
● Five senses
● Attention-Distraction Practice
● Vocabulary

● Focus
● Attention
● Aware
● Distraction
● Emotions
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POSITIVE SELF-TALK
Revise each statement with a realistic and optimistic 

replacement thought:
•I’m just not good at math.
•I’m looking so old!
•I can’t trust anyone else. I need to just rely
on myself.
•That’s the way we always do it in my family.
•It’s just too difficult.

Come up with one of your own!

AUTOMATIC vs
CONSCIOUS RESPONSES

• Conscious or controlled processes are said
to be: intentional, controllable, effortful,
and in awareness

• Automatic processes are characterized by
an opposite set of features:
unintended, uncontrollable, effortless, and
outside of awareness
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MINDFUL PRACTICES

•Movement & Play
•Laughter & Fun
•Healthy Distractions – In the moment
•Gratitude - Service
•Calming Oneself

● Body Scan
● Take 5

● Provide a fun way to practice new knowledge, procedures, and 
understandings;

● Create a natural way to build important social skills;
● Build a classroom community and diminish social isolation;
● Stimulate brain growth & development with active discovery play
● Provides relief for students who are hyperactive or struggling 

with attentional disorders.
● Relieves stress and tension and allows for greater focus on 

learning.
Adapted from The Motivated Brain © 2015, ASCD, Gregory and Kaufeldt)

HUMOR & LAUGHTER

● Gets the brain’s attention

● Releases endorphins – feel good

● Bonds us with others – inclusion

● Enhances retention

● Relieves stress and tension
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HEALTHY DISTRACTIONS
●Listen to music
●Relax and hang out with friends

●Go for a walk.. To the store? With the dog?
●Play music for fun or do something artistic
●Enjoy your hobby
●Watch a movie - not a scary one!
●Read a good book

●Help someone else!  Do some chores!!!
●Spend time with your pet… Hug your dog!

GRATITUDE CREATES A 
BIOLOGICAL SHIFT IN THE BODY

♥ Feeling grateful for the good things in your life 
triggers release of healthy hormones.

♥ Expressing your gratitude to people in your life 
creates an emotional bond. Emotional bonding is one 
of the key traits of truly happy people.

♥ Adopting a new behavior as a result of interacting 
with those who have helped you leads to showing 
more empathy, less judgment, and greater 
appreciation for life itself.

CONNECTING WITH GRATITUDE

Choose one question for individual reflection:
● Who is someone in your life for whom you’re grateful?  Why?

● What is something in your life for which you are grateful?

● What is an example of self-talk that activates positive feelings?

● What is something about your health for which you are grateful.
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HEARTMATH:
HTTP://WWW.HEARTMATHSTORE.COM

Inner Balance App 

emWave PC Stress Relief System (formerly known as Freeze-Framer®)

BODY SCAN 
• Begin by bringing attention into your body. Gently close your eyes.
• Take a few deep breaths. As you exhale, have a sense of relaxing more

deeply.
• Bring your attention into your stomach area. Let it soften. 
• Take a breath.
• Notice the palms of your hands. Are your hands tense or tight? See if you 

can allow them to soften.
• Notice your arms. Feel any sensation in your arms. Let your shoulders be

soft. 
• Soften your jaw. Let your face and facial muscles be soft.
• Feel any sensation in your legs. Let the soles of your feet soften.
• Be aware of your whole body. Take a breath. And, when you are ready, 

gently open your eyes.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

● “NeuroTeach: Brain Science and the Future of Education” - Whitman and Kelleher

● “The End of Average: How to Succeed in a World that Values Sameness” – Todd Rose

● “Culturally Responsive Teaching and the Brain” – Zaretta Hammond

● “The Yes Brain: How to Cultivate Courage, Curiosity, and Resilience in Your Child” and 
“The Whole-Brain Child” - Daniel Siegel, M.D. and Tina Payne Bryson, Ph.D.

● “Integrating Academics with Social and Emotional Learning,” A series of articles by 
Kathleen Cushman and Wendy Baron 
https://newteachercenter.org/?s=Integrating+Academic%2C+Social%2C+and+Emotio
nal+Learning

● InspirED, https://inspired.facebook.com/
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"Help Students Learn to Manage Their Emotions in a Brain-Friendly 
Classroom” 

By Martha Kaufeldt 

CASEL, The Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning 
(www.casel.org) defines Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) as the “process through 
which children and adults acquire and effectively apply the knowledge, attitudes, and 
skills necessary to understand and manage emotions, set and achieve positive goals, 
feel and show empathy for others, establish and maintain positive relationships, and 
make responsible decisions.”1 Integrating core competencies of Social and Emotional 
Learning is a key component in classrooms designed with an understanding of how 
brains learn naturally and most efficiently. Many successful educators use neuroscience 
research to guide them as they design safe and secure classroom environments and 
orchestrate instructional variety within meaningful relevant curriculum.  

Self-regulation is the ability to monitor and control our own behavior, emotions, or 
thoughts, modifying them as needed with the situation. It is a key trait of SEL. We know 
that children’s brains have the capacity to develop Self-Regulation (also known as Self-
Management) skills throughout their school years. It includes the abilities to manage 
stress, inhibit impulsive responses, to resist interruptions from additional stimulation, 
and to persist on learning tasks even when we don't enjoy them. Explicitly teaching and 
then integrating ways to manage stress and emotions will also help build Student 
Efficacy, the belief in one's capabilities to achieve a goal or outcome.2  

One of the foundational pieces of brain-friendly classrooms is the emphasis on the 
learner (and learning) not the teacher (and teaching). A learner-centered classroom 
helps students develop Self-Regulation by creating systems to help them understand: 

• What should I do if I start to get too stressed, upset or anxious?
• What are the correct behaviors when working alone and with others?
• What are the goals and schedule for the day?
• How I might check on my progress using a rubric or self-monitoring tool?
• How I can stay motivated and engaged by believing I am competent?

1	http://www.casel.org/what-is-sel	
2	http://www.cfchildren.org/second-step/social-emotional-learning/k-5-self-regulation-
skills	
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Teachers in Brain-Friendly classrooms work to reduce the conditions in the learning 
environment that might trigger the emotional Reflex Response – our brain’s emergency 
response system.  At the same time, we must help students develop strategies for how 
to deal with stress and perceived threats. Helping our students understand about how 
their brains respond to stress, upsets, and anxiety can help them begin to manage their 
emotions at school and eventually in their daily lives. 

Understand how the Reflex Response can be triggered by an emotional upset, 
stress or anticipatory anxiety. Learn ways to avoid the escalation of the Reflex 
Response. Learn easy ways to defuse the stress response once it has been 
triggered.  

1. Teach students about how their brains react to danger, perceived threat and
stress – the “Reflex Response.” The amygdala, the trigger switch in the brain,
can be easily set off by the presence of true danger or just the perception that
something is threatening and harmful.3 When switched on, our bodies go through
classic “fight or flight” responses; we attempted to flee or avoid the situation or
become defensive. Help students notice when this has happened to them in the
past at school: a playground altercation, having to give an oral report, not
understanding an assignment, etc. Have them also begin to notice the symptoms
they feel in their bodies when they are approaching the Reflex Response. Is their
heart rate increasing? Are they feeling nervous? Mad? Frustrated? Are they
beginning to get “anticipatory anxiety?” -worrying about things that might happen
or go wrong?  It is important to point out that learning is minimized when the
brain is experiencing a reflex response. (Two good resources for more info:
http://www.mindful.org/how-to-teach-your-kids-about-the-brain,
http://www.edutopia.org/blog/the-science-of-fear-ainissa-ramirez)

2. Provide a reflection area or a “Take 5” Zone in the classroom and encourage
students to go there when they are feeling the Reflex Response taking over.4
This can be a special chair in a cozy corner or simply a chair and desk facing a
colorful photo or window along with a way to time five minutes. Depending on the
age of the students, in might include a stuffed animal or headphones and music.
For many students, a few minutes of quiet “down time,” to get away from the

	http://www.dana.org/ ublications/ rainwork/Details.asp id 615	
	 aufeldt 	Martha.	 Corwin 	2010 	Begin	with	the	Brain:	Orchestrating	the	Learner-Centered	
Classroom.	 g	50.	
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source of stress will help them calm themselves and be able to return to learning 
tasks. Providing a dedicated space within the classroom encourages kids to 
notice the signs of stress and to take action to avoid the escalation of the 
emotions – a good sign of Self-Regulation/Management. (Two good resources 
for more info: “Teachers, Change Your Bait! Brain-compatible Differentiated 
Instruction” M. Kaufeldt, Crown House 2005 and “Begin With the Brain: 
Orchestrating the Learner-Centered Classroom” M. Kaufeldt, Corwin, 2010.) 

3. Just as it is important to teach students how to think about thinking –
Metacognition, there is great value in learning how to think about our emotions,
notice our mental states, and to be able to calm our busy brains. Teach students
several Mindfulness strategies that can help them manage their emotions, de-
stress and hopefully defuse the Reflex Response once it is triggered. There are
many books and resources available to educators. One exceptional program is
the Mind-UP teaching framework, a product of the Hawn Foundation.5 The
framework helps students learn how to take “Brain Breaks” - short three minute
breaks where children are asked to quiet their minds in order to prepare their
brains to learn.  Also consider basic breathing exercises such as “Belly
Breathing” – Take a couple of minutes to focus on the inhale (through the nose
and expanding the belly) and a slow exhale through the mouth. Taking time to
breathe and observe how one’s body is responding in the present moment is a
key to mindfulness practice. (Two great resources for more info:
http://www.mindfulteachers.org/p/free-resources-and-lesson-plans.html and
https://mindup.org/mindup-mindful-classroom-framework-schools 

Helping students understand how their brains react to stress and then providing simple 
strategies for how to avoid or defuse the response, helps to build self-regulation and 
management. In a recent article in Educational Leadership, Bryan Goodwin stated: “In 
the end, improving social-emotional outcomes may not require complex approaches but 
may be possible with something as simple as brief meditation sessions, which 
themselves could be an antidote to the "busyness" of school life—that nagging feeling 
that we must do more to accomplish more.6  Fortunately teaching Self-Regulation does 
not require separate lessons or curriculum. Teachers can model and integrate these 
important skills during everyday experiences in the classroom. 

5	https://mindup.org	
6	http://www.ascd.org/publications/educational-
leadership/oct15/ ol /num02/ romising - ut- ncomplete - esults-for-Mindfulness.asp 	
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SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL - VOCABULARY

•Attention
•Aware
•Calm
•Distraction
•Emotions
•Focus
•Present moment
•Stress

Explicitly teach Social-
Emotional Vocabulary.

• Can you create “kid-friendly”
definitions for some of these

sample SEL words?
• Can you think of a metaphor

for some of the words? (What 
does “calm” look like?)

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL VOCABULARY

•Attention – The power of carefully thinking about, listening to, or
watching something
•Aware – To pay attention through all of your senses and thoughts
• Calm - A still quiet peacefulness
•Distraction -Something that makes it difficult to think or pay

attention
• Emotions - Strong feelings (such as love, anger, joy, hate, or fear)
• Focus - To direct your attention, thoughts or effort at something 

specific
• Present moment – Things happening right now
• Stress – To feel very worried, scared, unsure or anxious
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MINDFUL MOMENTS: Classroom Practices to Reduce Stress, and 
Increase Attention & Focus  -  Martha Kaufeldt 

Breathing Practices 

• Belly Breathing: Put one hand on the chest and one on the belly. Ask students to take a deep
breath through their nose so that the hand on the chest does NOT move but the hand on the belly
does. Explain that when our hands move like this, we know we are taking deep, relaxing Belly
Breaths. Ask students to inhale through their nose slowly to a count of five and then exhale slowly
through their mouth to a count of five.

• Hummingbird/Snake/Bunny Breathing: Sit with crossed legs or on the knees.  Place one hand on
the belly and one hand on the chest. Snake: The goal is to see how long you can hiss, allowing
your lungs to empty out completely. Hummingbird: See how long you can “hum” on the exhale.
Bunny: Do Belly Breathing – on the inhale, take 5-6 quick “sniffs” like bunny’s nose.

• Flower and Candle Breathing: Hold the left hand in a fist.  Imagine it is holding a flower. Hold the
right hand in a fist and imagine it is holding a candle.  Inhale deeply, pretending to smell the
flower. Exhale completely, pretending to blow out the candle. (Holding popsicle sticks may help.)

Focus/Attention Exercises 

• Raisin Eating Activity – Holding: take a single raisin and hold it in the palm of your hand or
between your finger and thumb. Seeing: Take time to really focus on it. Let your eyes explore
every part of it. Touching: Turn the raisin over between your fingers, exploring its
texture. Smelling: Hold the raisin beneath your nose. Placing: bring the raisin up to your lips and
gently place the raisin in your mouth; without chewing. Tasting: chew the raisin, noticing how
and where it needs to be for chewing - without swallowing.  Swallowing: swallow the raisin and
notice what parts of your mouth you are using. Following: try to feel what is left of the raisin
moving down into your stomach.

• Picture-to-Picture Partner Activity – Student looks at a given picture and describe in detail that
picture orally...thus creating a picture in the mind of the listener. The listener can check for details
by using STRUCTURE words in questions. The listener should then describe the picture they
visualized. (Use pictures with few details, little background and one or a few central figures.)
“Gross” structure words: What? Where? Size? Color? Number? etc. and “Fine” structure words:
Mood? Movement? When? Emotions? Sounds?

• Minute Guess Activity: Everyone stands (or sit with one hand raised) and closes their eyes.
On 'GO' signal from the leader with a timer (or project a countdown on the screen), everyone
tries to estimate when a minute (60 seconds) has elapsed while keeping their eyes closed. When
you think it has been a minute, you sit down and lower your hand.

Reducing Anticipatory Anxiety 

• Glitter Jars - Fill a jar to the top with water. Pick three colors of glitter: one to represent thoughts
(worries), one to represent feelings, and one to represent behaviors or “urges to do things”. Drop
a few pinches of each color glitter into the water. (A little glycerin slows down the glitter settling).
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Seal the jar with its lid or duct tape. Think of an upsetting event and swirl the glitter around. To 
get the glitter to settle and see clearly again you must be still  When we are still, we can see 
clearly again.  Also: ava amps 

• Self-Calming Apps: CA M free  sounds, music, stories – Breathe Relax free  visual breathing
patterns - HeartMath “Inner Balance” ouTube: relaxation videos 

• Calming Stones / Fidget Tools: Holding and fidgeting with something in your hands can help calm
your busy mind. Stones: Best – use Hematite stones. Easy – use polished river rocks from a dollar 
store. Fidgets – use small squishy bendy toys or DI  “stress balls” using 12’ latex balloons filled 
with Play Dough. 

Classroom Resources for Mindfulness Practices: 

Brantley, . (200 )    M .  Oakland, CA: New Harbinger Publications. 

Brock, A  Hundley, H. (2016) T   M    Berkeley, CA: Ulysses Press. 

Carter, C. (2006)  S   T :  E  I . Denver, CO: 
LifeBound. 

Cohen Harper, ., Gonzalez, M  A. (201 )   M :   T  D . Eau 
Claire, WI: PESI Publishing  Media. 

Gibbs, . (201 )     T  L   Cloverdale, CA: Center 
Source LLC. 

Hanh, Thich Nhat. (2008) MINDFUL M : T  E   . Berkeley, CA: Parallax 
Press. 

Hanh, Thich Nhat. (2010)     : M  S      
Berkeley, CA: Plum Blossom Books. 

Hawn Foundation. (2011) T  MIND U  : F  S   L  
L   Grades Pre-K-2, Grades -5, Grades 6-8. New ork, N : Scholastic, Inc. 

ennings, P.A. (2015) M   T : S  S        
. New ork, N : W.W. Norton  Company. 

Kaiser Greenland, S. (2016) M  . Boulder, CO: Shambhala Publications. 

Mason, C., Rivers Murphy, M.M., ackson, . (201 ) M  :   
   S  F   F . Bloomington, IN: Solution Tree 

Press. 

Siegel, D.  Payne Bryson, T. (2018) T  ES :       
    New ork, N : Bantam Books. 

F C S - -  Cards & App: https: oranda.org pages why-focus-1-2-  

CA M App https: www.calm.com 
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Ten Ways to Deal with Daily STRESS

1) BE ACTIVE! Regular physical activity strengthens your body and
brain.

2) EAT RIGHT! Eat food that’s good for your body and brain. Drink
more water.

3) AVOID CAFFEINE! Found in coffee, soda - it can make you feel
edgy and tense.

4) GET ENOUGH SLEEP! Give your body and brain a chance to re-
charge.

5) EXPRESS YOUR FEELINGS! Talk about the source of stress with
someone else; brainstorm solutions.

6) LAUGH IT UP! Shift your perspective; to see an opportunity or
humor. Giggle!

7) BE NEAT! BE A PLANNER! Learn skills and attitudes that make
the task easier and more successful; develop time management
and organizational skills.

8) LET IT GO! Change the source of
the stress; do something else for
awhile or ignore the source of the
stress.

9) TAKE FIVE! Take time out for
enjoyable activities that are
mentally restful and fun!

10) LIGHTEN UP ON YOURSELF!
Forgive your own mistakes.  They
are just learning experiences.
Beating yourself up doesn’t help.
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EXCERPTED FROM:  WELCOME HOME: DESIGNING THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Begin With the Brain 2ed –Martha Kaufeldt (© 2010, Corwin) 

1

Welcome Home: Designing a Harmonious Learning Environment

The learning environment must be orchestrated in a way that promotes a positive 
emotional climate as well as providing enriched complex experiences in a physically 
comfortable space.

Research has confirmed that a stressful physical environment is linked to student failure, although low to 
moderate stress is not necessarily detrimental to successful learning. Many studies have confirmed that by 
paying attention to the physical details in the learning environment (lighting, temperature, color, air quality, 
seating, arrangement, and design), educators can enhance students’ success.  

Relaxed alertness is not the same as being calm and mellow. The goal is to create a climate that balances low 
threat with evidences of challenge for a wide range of students’ interests and abilities. The environment must 
still have tasks, projects, displays, symbols, and clues that will instigate students’ intrinsic motivation and attract 
their interest, attention, and curiosity. If they feel comfortable, then they will not put barriers up and therefore 
will be open to possibilities of reflection, attention and engagement. When you achieve this balance of comfort, 
security, and stimulation, you have created a brain-compatible, learner-centered environment.

Reflection or TAKE FIVE ZONE

For students who are experiencing anxiety, stress, pressure, and emotional upsets, a chance to go outside, walk 
around or play, or go to the gym and exercise will help get rid of the pent-up energy, restlessness and frustration. 
For some students a few minutes of quiet “down time,” to get away from the source of stress, and allow the 
individual a few moments of relaxation will do wonders for his or her ability to stay calm and return to the 
learning tasks. Providing a dedicated space within the classroom for this type of coping skill, and encouraging 
kids to notice signs of stress and take action, can be a powerful prevention strategy for students’ positive 
behavior and success at school.  There are several things that can disrupt the flow of learning and class 
participation of my students. 

§ Frustration about understanding and learning abilities

§ Anticipatory anxiety about up-coming tasks, tests, performances

§ Being overwhelmed regarding assignments, expectations, and even events going on outside of school
(The over-scheduled child syndrome…)

§ Worrying about a situation not related to school, i.e. family member illness or problems, financial stress
at home, and for older students: relationship issues.

Even the most meaningful curriculum and engaging instructional strategies often couldn’t take students’ minds 
off of these daunting real thoughts. Taking a few minutes for reflection is a very healthy routine to get into – not 
just for when you are getting overly stressed. I believe that it should be a basic human right to choose to take 
five minutes of calming time – with no questions asked!

I discovered that I could pre-empt many behavior problems and emotional upsets by designing coping strategies 
for the students to draw on when needed. In every one of my classrooms, I have created a “reflection corner,” or 
more popularly known with students as, “The TAKE FIVE ZONE.” Even in my smallest spaces, I would design 
a corner that had a special chair (rocking, bean bag or just padded seat) a few calming visuals such as 
photography books, mobiles, or the ever-popular lava lamp. This dedicated space might have “fidget toys,” or 
calming stones to touch and possibly headphones with soft music.  With clear standards and procedures for 
student usage, the space was available to all to visit for, “five minutes with no questions asked.”  Students were 
encouraged to check their learning states and stress levels routinely. When too much pressure, anxiety or 
looping thoughts started to derail the learning process, they were encouraged to take action and go “take five,” 
or “pause for the cause.” 
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The Science of Reflection and Mindfulness 

Allowing time to cool off or reflect on what’s going on with your thoughts may seem like basic common sense, 
but research in the field of Cognitive Neuroscience has helped us understand that this reflection time is great for 
your brain and learning. Taking time to reflect on what is being learned and “thinking about thinking,” are key 
strategies of meta-cognition. Taking time to reflect helps the brain make connections. Creating a neural network 
of connections helps us process the new information, relate it to our past experiences and deepen our 
understanding. James Zull refers to this in his book, The Art of Changing a Brain. (2002, Stylus) He points out 
that learners can be more successful in integrating new information if they can shut out other sensory 
information. “That way our brain is not distracted by receiving new information at the same time it is working 
with old information.” (p. 167) Taking a few minutes for “reflection” when a student has hit saturation might 
provide a needed opportunity to let the learning sink in. 

Sarah-Jayne Blakemore and Uta Frith, cognitive neuroscientists and the authors of The Learning Brain: 
Lessons for Education (2005, Blackwell Publishing, UK) emphasize that, “Stress is known to affect learning 
and productivity. Optimal learning occurs under a certain level of stress, but too much stress impairs learning.”  
They recommend using more visual imaging to help reduce stress. It is also noted that seeing some students 
learn how to deal with stress could promote others to imitate the strategy. The brain mirrors what it sees.  
Anytime one person in the class demonstrates how to manage his/her emotions, everyone benefits. Observing a 
disruptive student take five minutes to relax and de-stress could have positive effects on the whole classroom. 

The most convincing research on mindfulness and relaxation training has been reported by Sharon Begley in her 
book, Train Your Mind, Change Your Brain (©2007. Mind & Life Institute, Ballantine Books).  Begley 
documents how Dr. Richard Davidson, from the University of Wisconsin convened a team of neuroscientists, 
the Dalai Lama and a cadre of Buddhist monks to study the changes in the brain when practicing meditation and 
relaxation techniques. Through practice, studies confirmed, “happiness is something we can cultivate 
deliberately through mental training that affects the brain.” (p.229) The more one learns how to self-calm and 
change his/her negative thinking, the more the hard-wiring in the brain adapts and re-connects forming patterns 
for positive thoughts! Providing a space, encouraging students to monitor their negative thoughts and stress 
levels, and then teaching mindfulness techniques to relax, is an important life skill to give to your students. 

Classroom TAKE FIVE ZONES can be elaborate or simple, able to accommodate several or only one, quite 
separate from the classroom milieu or a simple chair off to the side. A couple of key design features should be 
considered. 

TAKE FIVE ZONES: 

• A corner or separate area of the classroom, still within auditory and visual contact of the teacher.

• A comfortable place to sit: a padded chair, a rocker or large beanbag.

• Pleasant visuals: an aquarium, a “digital” fish tank, a lava lamp, a photo or optical illusion book, plants
or fresh flowers, a colorful wall hanging or poster.

• Tactile comforts: hematite polished “calming” stones, quiet fidget toys, stress balls, stuffed animals or
Beanie Babies (depending on age of students).

• Auditory relaxation:  nature sounds or quiet music on headphones, a counter-top fountain, noise-
canceling headphones.

• Timer: a visual tool to mark five minutes such as a timer.

• Water: a way for students to get a drink of water – paper cups and a dispenser.
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How the TAKE FIVE ZONE (T5Z) is introduced can influence how the students respond. I carefully review the 
importance of having a place to “take five.” I review the purpose and outline how it will honor their needs for a 
chance to re-group and then re-join the class. I design clear procedures for the expected behaviors for usage. I 
reiterate that if the zone isn’t used for its intended purpose, then one would be asked to leave and return to an 
assigned seat. 

It is possible that some students may not get the point of the T5Z at first. Others will be so grateful that a teacher 
is honoring their needs. Review the procedures and keep encouraging students to use the space in the way in 
which it was intended. After all, it’s only five minutes! What have we got to lose? For an introverted student, an 
intrapersonal thinker or a student who is simply having a rough day, this kind of refuge can make a difference in 
attitude and overall school experience. 

PROCEDURES FOR THE T5Z: 

• QUIETLY GO to the T5Z when you feel frustrated, overwhelmed or upset.
• SET the timer for five (5) minutes.
• TAKE a few deep breaths and begin to relax.
• USE fidget toys, calming stones, and visuals to deepen your relaxation.
• REFLECT on your current “state” and FEEL compassion for yourself.

• RETURN to your seat when you are ready, after five minutes, or when
another student is in need.

Encouragement of Times to Relax 

If you can, provide physical spaces that promote relaxation such as the take five zone mentioned earlier. You 
can also orchestrate certain times of the day or class time in which to encourage students to rest, relax, and 
experience calm. 

As I note in chapter 4, students also need opportunities to have fun! Do you plan playful times? Can you let 
yourself and your students get silly without feeling like you are losing control or respect? Parties and 
celebrations certainly help. Consider doing something playful daily. 

You can often most easily help students relax by simply designating a time for silent reading, or “Drop 
Everything and Relax” (DEAR). Students love it if during this quiet relaxing time they can sit on the floor or 
wherever they want. Although I originally set this time aside for reading, you may allow some students to do 
something else quietly, if they like; otherwise they’ll feel stressed instead of relaxed. 

Beauty 

As Venolia (1988) says, “The creation and experience of beauty is immediate, whole, and healing. It enlivens 
our senses, warms our hearts, relaxes us, and puts us at one with the entire surround” (15). Even small touches 
of beauty enhance subliminal learning and feelings of well-being. Take time to bring beauty into the learning 
environment. Check out posters and art prints from school resource collections and public libraries to display in 
an area. Students will notice and admire objects d’art such as small statues, wall hangings, pottery, and 
sculpture, and will appreciate your thoughtful additions to the classroom. 
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RELATED RESOURCES

115041

117002

SOT0591

SOT7323

SOT9263

CRH9495

SOT0607

116017

Online ‘On Account’ ordering now available!
If you have a pre-existing account with Hawker Brownlow Education, you can now order online and pay using that account.

Do you want to know all about the latest professional development events in your area? Be the fi rst to fi nd out about new releases from world-
renowned and local authors with the HBE e-newsletter! Upcoming titles will feature authentic assessment and digital media, along with a strong 

focus on success in mathematics and literacy. Sign up to our FREE e-newsletter at www.hbe.com.au.

To place an order or to fi nd out more about our resources visit

www.hbe.com.au

Available from Hawker Brownlow Education
QTY CODE TITLE PRICE

SOT0607 Best Practices at Tier 1: Daily Differentiation for Effective Instruction, Elementary $48.40 

SOT0591 Best Practices at Tier 1: Daily Differentiation for Effective Instruction, Secondary $48.40 

115041 The Motivated Brain: Improving Student Attention, Engagement, and Perseverance $35.95 

SOT9263 Think Big, Start Small: How to Differentiate Instruction in a Brain-Friendly Classroom $27.95 

117002 Teaching Students to Drive Their Brains: Metacognitive Strategies, Activities, and Lesson Ideas $32.95 

CRH9495 Teachers Change Your Bait!: Brain-Compatible Differentiated Instruction $35.95 

SOT7323 Differentiation and the Brain: How Neuroscience Supports the Learner-Friendly Classroom, Second Edition $42.95 

116017 The Power of the Adolescent Brain: Strategies for Teaching Middle and High School Students $39.95 

Total (plus freight) $

Yes, I would like to receive emails from Hawker Brownlow Education about future 
workshops, conferences and the latest publications.

Attention ............................................. Order Number ..............................

Name of School .........................................................................................

Address .....................................................................................................

..........................................  State ....................P/Code .............................

Country  .....................................................................................................

Email: .........................................................................................................

TERMS OF TRADE
• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
• Full money-back guarantee.
•  We do realise it is diffi cult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection, please visit our 

website <www.hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most titles will give you the option to view 
the fi rst few pages of the book. Click ‘View Contents’ on your selected book page.

•  We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we will accept 
undamaged returns for full credit or refund.  Posters are for fi rm sale only and will not be sent on 
approval.  Please be aware that delivery and return postage is the responsibility of the customer.

•  Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge of $9.50 
within Australia and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.

• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.


